
216 Chapter Six

Starting at grid line 1:

, =-too).'u (75)=-g37.51b tension at start of sw5

r =-szz.s*175i200 (5) = 0 lb at grid line 2

Therefore the force diagram closes.  

6.3 Diaphra$mDeflection
The deflection equation shown in Fig. 6.5 was provided in APA s Design Example 1

A.ool = Asid" wuu * A".d *uu *W.0.375Le* .W
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Freunr 6.5 Diaphragm deflection.
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0pen Front and Gantilever DiaPhragms

The total deflection A, is equal to the deflection of the shear walls along the side wall plus

the shear deflection of trre diaphragm, plus the diaphragm nail slip, plus the diaphragm

rotation, plus the end wall deflection. The partial-length end walls contribute to the rota-

tion and overall deflection of the diaphragm. The rotation shown in the equation is based

on end walls of equal length. \A/henever-the lengths of the 9nd 
walls are not equal, the

displacement atong tne en"d wall lines will not be equal, as shown r1 the figure, $*, Td
4*. ,t complete cilculation of the deflection for unequal walls can be found in Chap' 7'

6.4 0pen Front Both Sides
Occasionally, open front walls are desired on both sides of a diaphragm' At{irst glan99,

this layout may look questionable. However, the interior supporting wall is actually

located closer to the resultant load, which reduces the eccentricity. As a result, smaller

forces are applied to the end walls. The diaphragm soYI in Fig. 6.6 has fuIl-length

collectors initalled along grid line 2 as requiied by code. These collectors are required

to provide a complete lJad path to transfer the diaphragm shears into the supporting

interior sheu. wails. In the event a full-length collector cannot be installed, an alternate

load path must be used. The diaphragm re"tio.rr on each side of the interior shear walls

musi comply with the prescriptive restrictions of sDPws section 4.2.5, Figute 44,

unless calcuiations are piovided showing that the deflections can be tolerated. In this

example, the cantilevei lengths on each iide of the interior walls are unequal, which

produces an eccentrically loaded diapfuagm when loaded in the longitudinal direction.

The analysis is similar to that of the open front diaphrugTl Example 6.1. End zone

wind pressures as shown in ASCE 7-05 Flg. 6-2 (if required $r the method of analysis

being used) are applied to the end of the longer cantilever, for the worst case, which

increases the torsi,onal moment. If grid line 2 is located in the middle of the diaphragm,

creating equal cantilevers, a minimum eccentricity should be.used in accordance with
ASCE 7-05 Section 12.8.4.2. The torsional moment is resisted by the end shear walls

located at grid lines A and B.

Eomple6.2:0penFrontBothSides,lnteriorSheatWallsinLine
The d-iaphragm shown in Fig. 6.7 is 80 ft deep by 36 tt wirle, with interior shear walls

located at grfo tin" Z and end-walls placed at grid lines A and B. Afull-length collector is

installed al"ong grid line 2 to complete the required diaphragmboundary. The location of

grid line Z crea6s a 16 ft cantilerrur o.r the left side of the wall line and a 20 ft cantilever

5r, the right. The diaphragm will be analyzedwith the wind loads shown in the figure.

The endione wind p."r*." is placed at grid line 3 to produce the maximum eccentric

load to the diaphragm. The strut force dlagram at grid line A and the collector force

diagram at grid line 2 willbe determined'

Construction of basic shear diagram and wall shears (see Figs. 6.7 and 6.$:
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Rz=200(32)+250(4)=7400 lb total shear at grid line 2

Starting at grid line L:

%=otu
Vzr=_200(16)=-s2o0lbtotalshearonleftsideofgridline2


